
Perfect color combos to be in your bouquet & in the centerpieces to create the perfect fall warmth! We love this

color combo in our Colonial Ballroom. Pair with neutral tones as fillers in bouquets or centerpieces-such as a

neutral napkin color to make the purple hues pop on the tables (we have a wide range of napkin colors included

for you to choose from!)

Fall Weddings | Color Palette Inspiration
Pairing colors with your space sometimes can feel overwhelming. We wanted to give you a

little inspiration of a few of our favorite color palettes that pair well in all of our ballrooms!

Perfect for a Fall wedding, these colors compliment the beautiful spaces we offer at the Francis

Marion. These palettes have been inspired by past weddings we have been honored to be a

part of as well as just our own creative ideas coming to life! 

'Autumn Sunsets' 

'October Skies'

Perfect color combos to be in your bouquet & in the centerpieces to create the perfect

fall warmth! We love this color combo in our Colonial Ballroom. Pair with neutral tones

as fillers in bouquets or centerpieces-such as a neutral napkin color to make the purple

hues pop on the tables (we have a wide range of napkin colors included for you to

choose from!)



'Season's Sparkles'

If your wedding date falls after Thanksgiving, the hotel will be brought to life with holiday decorations. Beautiful golds, deep

reds and forest greens are perfect in our magnificent Gold Ballroom. Twinkling lights create a romantic sparkle throughout

and we love the gold glitter accents we have seen on table cloths & runners. Gold accented chasers add additional elegance and

we love the boldness of deep reds against the gold. Perfect for a bride who loves to be bold and standout.

'Color of the Year'

Classic Blue is Pantone's Color of the Year for 2020. Classic Blue is a timeless color that we see

through many seasons at the hotel for weddings so this doesn't have to be just for those planning

a fall wedding! Classic blue pairs nicely and creates a nice bold contrast in our Gold Ballroom.

Coordinating nicely and in a monotone way, pair it in our Carolina Ballroom for a more modern

look. We have seen blues used in table cloths, floral arrangements and chair ties.

This softer palette is  perfect for a subtle and classic look as well. Similar to 'Color of the Year' palette, we

see these colors year-round at the hotel but they make for perfect fall colors. Complimenting the Colonial

Ballroom, these colors are great shades for bridesmaid dresses and pastel-like floral arrangements. Bringing a

beachy feel to a fall destination wedding, this palette is elegant and soft.

'Blushing Bride'


